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ABSTRACT

Background: The removal of a lumbar interbody cage in revision spine surgery can be challenging, as there is an increased risk of nerve injury and a protracted outcome. The aim of this study was to evaluate the feasibility and preliminary results of uniportal full-endoscopic surgery for the removal of migrated and/or pseudoarthrotic lumbar interbody cages.

Methods: Three complex revision surgery cases with migrated and pseudarthrotic lumbar interbody cages are presented, and the endoscopic surgical technique is described. The clinical outcome was assessed with a visual analog scale and Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) at 1-, 3-, 6-, and 12-month follow-up, while the radiologic outcome was assessed with pre- and postoperative x-ray and computed tomographic images. Full-endoscopic surgery was performed to extract the interbody cage, bypassing scar tissue of previous surgeries with the trans-Kambin approach. Foraminoplasty with manual reamers and/or a high-speed burr under direct endoscopic vision was performed to ensure the safety of the exiting nerve root during cage extraction. The retrieved cage was replaced with a large footprint, expandable titanium cage using the trans-Kambin approach.

Results: In all 3 cases, different types of interbody cages (1 titanium, 2 polyetheretherketone, and 1 expandable titanium cage) were removed under direct endoscopic view. In 1 case, we were only able to partially remove an impacted polyetheretherketone cage from the interbody disc endoscopically. The postoperative outcome significantly (P < 0.05) improved compared with preoperative scores in all 3 cases with a follow-up of 6 and 12 months, respectively.

Conclusion: In most cases, lumbar interbody cages can be safely removed with endoscopic surgery with good preliminary clinical outcome. Nonetheless, further clinical research with long-term follow-up is required.

Clinical Relevance: Results indicate the feasibility of full-endoscopic removal of migrated and pseudoarthrotic lumbar interbody cages.

Level of Evidence: 3.

Endoscopic Minimally Invasive Surgery
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INTRODUCTION

Endoscopic spine surgery has experienced a remarkable rise in indications and applications over the past decade, including discectomy and decompression of the lumbar,1–4 thoracic,5 and cervical spine6 as well as percutaneous/endoscopic fusion surgery.7–12 As endoscopic surgery continues to advance, an increasing number of new applications and indications are explored, such as full-endoscopic surgery for gunshot/bullet injuries,13 spondylodiscitis,14,15 and spinal tumors.16,17 The sustained expansion and addition of new applications underline the versatility and ongoing dynamism of endoscopic spine surgery.

In revision spine surgery, failed fusion cases usually require the removal of a migrated and/or pseudoarthrotic lumbar interbody cage. The removal of an interbody cage can be challenging, as there is an increased risk of nerve injury and a protracted outcome.18–20 One of the main features of uniportal endoscopic spine surgery is the posterolateral, transforaminal approach using Kambin’s triangle (trans-Kambin approach) as it allows bypassing posterior scar tissue from previous surgeries (Figure 1). This offers an alternative approach that allows reducing the risk of infection and dural tear, especially for revision surgery cases.18–20 Hence, we hypothesized that the full-endoscopic trans-Kambin approach could be useful for revision spine surgery cases that require the removal of an interbody cage.

In this study, we intended to determine the feasibility and preliminary results of uniportal endoscopic spine surgery for the removal of migrated and/or pseudoarthrotic lumbar interbody cages.
surgery for the removal of interbody cages in revision surgery cases after failed transforaminal lumbar interbody fusion (TLIF) surgery.

CASE REPORTS
First Clinical Case
A 68-year-old man presented to our practice with acute onset of radiating right leg pain during the past month (Table) that did not decrease despite taking high-dosed analgesia (tramadol 100 mg 1/8 hours, pregabalin 75 mg 1/8 hours, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs [NSAIDs], etc). He had the following surgical history:

- lumbar discectomy at L4-L5, which occurred 10 years before (elsewhere)
- lumbar instrumented surgery with transpedicular screws from L4 to L5, which occurred 3 years before (elsewhere)
- revision TLIF surgery at L3-L4 and L4-L5 due to adjacent segment degeneration at L3-L4, which occurred 6 months before

In the physical examination, we found a positive Lasegue test at 45° on the right side and no motor weakness. X-ray control images of the lumbar spine from a few months before showed an undersized interbody titanium cage at L3-L4 (Figure 2A) that had migrated into the right neuroforamen when the patient presented to our practice (Figure 2B). A preoperative computed tomography (CT) image of the lumbar spine showed fusion of the disc at L4-L5 and did not show signs of osteolysis of the transpedicular screws. Endoscopic removal of the migrated, undersized interbody cage and replacement with an endoscopic, expandable TLIF cage at L3-L4 were planned. Given that no loosening signs were present, we considered it not necessary to remove the posterior fixation. Should it not have been possible to remove the cage endoscopically, we had considered the possibility to convert to open surgery with a complete hardware removal as a back-up plan.

Surgical Technique
The patient was operated on in a prone position under general anesthesia. Neuroradiological monitoring with somatosensory-evoked potentials and motor-evoked potentials was performed by an independent neurophysiologist to monitor any involved peripheral nerves. If required, direct probe stimulation was performed for transpedicular screws, considering a safety threshold of >15 mA. Patient positioning on the surgical table was controlled with C-arm fluoroscopic control.

An 18G needle was placed under fluoroscopic control into the L3-L4 disc using a right-sided transforaminal approach. Soft tissue was progressively dilated, and a patented, beveled sleeve (MaxmoreSpine fusion dilator, Hoogland Spine Products GmbH, Munich, Germany) was inserted into the disc to protect the exiting nerve root (Figure 3A; see also Figure 6A,D in case 2). Foraminoplasty was performed progressively with manual reamers from 8 to 12 mm diameter (Hoogland Spine Products GmbH, Munich, Germany; refer to Figure 6A in case 2). Endoscopic view of the intervertebral disc allowed direct visual localization of the migrated intervertebral cage (Figure 3B and Supplemental Video 1). The cage’s handle was inserted through the endoscope’s working channel and screwed into the cage under direct

Table. Pre- and postoperative VAS for back and leg scores and ODI scores for all 3 reported full-endoscopic revision surgery cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Preoperative Scores</th>
<th>Postoperative Scores at Hospital Discharge</th>
<th>Postoperative Scores at Latest Follow-up</th>
<th>P Value</th>
<th>Follow-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>1/6/36</td>
<td>2/0/26</td>
<td>1/1/14</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>12 mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>6/10/31</td>
<td>6/7/33</td>
<td>5/4/25</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>12 mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>7/4/29</td>
<td>4/2/25</td>
<td>0/3/16</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>6 mo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ODI, Oswestry Disability Index; VAS, visual analog scale.

*Significant difference (paired Student t test).
endoscopic view (Supplemental Video 1). Once the cage was securely tightened on the handle, it was carefully removed under endoscopic and fluoroscopic view (Figure 3C and Supplemental Video 1).

Then, a percutaneous/endoscopic TLIF was performed as previously reported7–12 using the same trans-Kambin approach. Standard disc preparation with nucleotomy and endplate cartilage scratching with curettes and rasps were performed. Demineralized bone matrix (DBM) was placed into the anterior part of the intervertebral disc, and a large footprint (39 × 13 × 15 mm) expandable interbody cage (Vertaconnect, Signus Medizintechnik GmbH, Alzenau, Germany) was filled with DBM and placed in the intervertebral disc (refer to Figure 6D in case 2). After confirming a correct position, the cage was expanded under C-arm fluoroscopic control (Figure 3D).
The removal of the migrated cage and the placement of a new expandable cage were all performed through 1 single skin incision of 2-cm length (Figure 3E). Postoperative x-ray images and CT control images showed correct placement of the expandable interbody cage at L3-L4 (Figure 3D). Postoperatively, the patient resumed walking 4 hours after surgery and was discharged from the hospital within 24 hours after surgery (Table).

Second Clinical Case

A 58-year-old man presented to our practice with chronic low back pain and chronic, exacerbated left leg pain for the past year (Table) that did not decrease despite ongoing conservative treatment (fentanyl transdermal patch, pregabalin 75 mg 1/8 hours, NSAIDs, physiotherapy, etc). He had the following surgical history:

- lumbar discectomy at L4-L5, which occurred 9 years before (elsewhere)
- lumbar rediscectomy at L4-L5, which occurred 4 years before (elsewhere)
- lumbar instrumented fusion surgery with transpedicular screws from L4 to S1, which occurred 3 years before (elsewhere)
- Revision TLIF surgery at L3-L4, L4-L5, and L5-S1 with 3 polyetheretherketone (PEEK) cages, which occurred 2 years before (elsewhere)

During the physical examination, we found an existing motor weakness of the left tibialis anterior muscle grade 1/5, the left hallucis longus extensor muscle grade 3/5, and the left quadriceps muscle grade 3/5. The patient was only able to walk with the help of a cane.

Preoperative x-ray images and a preoperative CT image of the lumbar spine showed pseudarthrosis of L3-L4 and L5-S1 and bilateral screw loosening signs of the S1 screws (Figure 4A,B), respectively. The transpedicular screws were removed from posterior with a posterolateral Wiltse approach. Initially, an anterior retroperitoneal approach was planned to remove the cage at L5-S1 and to be replaced with an anterior lumbar interbody fusion cage. However, the vascular situation assessed with an abdominal angio-CT image, as well as the patient’s history of thrombosis of the left iliac common vein, advised against an anterior approach at this level. Hence, the PEEK cages at L3-L4 and L5-S1 were planned to be removed endoscopically and replaced with an expandable titanium cage using the trans-Kambin approach.

Surgical Technique

The same surgical setup and technique were employed as previously described for case 1. The cage at L5-S1 was visualized endoscopically (Figure 5A). As the interbody cage was loosened, we were able to mobilize...
it with our instruments under endoscopic view. Given the small size of this PEEK cage, a standard endoscopic forceps was employed to carefully grasp (Figure 5B) and remove the cage under fluoroscopic view, while protecting the exiting nerve root with a patented sleeve (MaxmoreSpine fusion dilator, Hoogland Spine Products GmbH, Munich, Germany) (Figure 5C). A percutaneous/endoscopic TLIF technique was then performed as previously described, see case 1, at L5/S1 with a large footprint expandable interbody cage (Vertaconnect, Signus Medizintechnik GmbH, Alzenau, Germany) (Figures 5D and Figure 6A). Given the evident radiologic pseudarthrosis, we employed bone morphogenic protein-2 as graft. The removal of the pseudarthrotic PEEK cage and the placement of a new expandable cage were all performed through 1 single skin incision of 2-cm length (Figure 5E).

The PEEK cage at L3-L4 was impacted into the lower endplate (Figure 4A), and after careful dissection under endoscopic view, it was not possible to mobilize the cage. We employed a high-speed diamond drill directly on the PEEK cage, with which we were able to split the cage and partially remove the cage from the interbody disc. However, despite our best efforts, it was not possible to remove the impacted fragment of the cage with the endoscope. Therefore, we converted to open surgery and performed an anterior-to-psoas lateral approach. The cage was successfully removed and replaced with a lateral titanium cage, see Figures 5D,F and 6B. Finally, posterior fixation with percutaneous transpedicular screws (ROMEO 2 MIS, Spineart SA, Switzerland) from L2 to L5 was performed. Due to the massive osteolysis present after removing the loosened screws at S1, S2 alar iliac screws were placed. Intraoperative neuromonitoring did not report any changes at any time during surgery compared with the preoperative status.

Postoperative x-ray and CT control showed correct placement of the expandable interbody cage at L5-S1 (Figure 5F). Postoperatively, the patient resumed walking 6 hours after surgery and was discharged from the hospital 48 hours after surgery (Table). During follow-up, the patient reported a temporary and transitory postoperative radiculitis that completely resolved after 7 weeks with intra-muscular dexamethasone 4 mg 1/24 hours treatment for 2 weeks and oral pregabalin 75 mg 1/8 hours treatment.
At 1-year follow-up, a postoperative CT image control of the lumbar spine shows solid fusion of the operated intervertebral discs, see Figure 7.

Third Clinical Case

A 54-year-old woman presented to our practice with chronic radiating right leg pain for the past year (Table), with repetitive falls because of subjective weakness in her right leg. The pain did not decrease despite conservative treatment (tramadol 100 mg 1/8 hours, pregabalin 75 mg 1/8 hours, NSAIDs, physiotherapy, etc). She referred a surgical history with lumbar instrumented fusion surgery at levels L2-L3 and L4-L5, 1 year before.

On physical examination, on visual inspection, there was a considerable atrophy of the right quadriceps, but no motor weakness could be found compared with the left side. Preoperative x-ray images and a CT image of the lumbar spine showed a tilted expandable interbody titanium cage at L4-L5 (Figure 8A), that had migrated into the right neuroforamen (Figure 8B). Endoscopic removal of the migrated, expandable interbody cage and replacement with a large...
footprint, expandable interbody cage with posterior percutaneous screws at L4-L5 were planned.

Surgical Technique

The same surgical setup and technique were employed as previously described for cases 1 and 2. The cage at L4-L5 was visualized endoscopically (Figure 9A). An extensive foraminoplasty was performed progressively with a 3.7-mm high-speed drill (Nouvag GmbH, Switzerland) under direct endoscopic view (Supplemental Video 2). The expanded cage was collapsed with the corresponding cage’s screwdriver (Figure 9B). Finally, the collapsed titanium cage was carefully removed using an endoscopic forceps under direct endoscopic view (Figure 9C and Supplemental Video 2).

A percutaneous/endoscopic TLIF technique was performed as previously described at L4-L5 with a large footprint expandable interbody cage (Vertaconnect, Signus Medizintechnik GmbH, Alzenau, Germany) filled with DBM (Figure 9D). Finally, posterior fixation with percutaneous transpedicular screws (ROMEO 2 MIS, Spineart SA, Switzerland) was performed.

Postoperative x-ray and CT control of the lumbar spine showed the expandable interbody cage with posterior fixation at L4-L5 (Figure 9D). Postoperatively, the patient resumed walking 4 hours after surgery and was discharged from the hospital within 24 hours after surgery (Table). During follow-up, the patient reported a temporary and transitory postoperative radiculitis that completely resolved after 8 weeks with intramuscular dexamethasone 4 mg 1/24 hours treatment for 2 weeks and oral pregabalin 75 mgr 1/8 hours treatment.

DISCUSSION

Pseudarthrosis rate after TLIF surgery has been reported to be as high as 23%. Most of these cases require revision surgery with the removal of the pseudarthrotic and/or migrated interbody cage. However, revision spine surgery can be challenging. Anterior and anterolateral approaches are usually the method of choice for revision spine surgery, as they permit a rigorous disc preparation removal of previous hardware, as well as placement of a large footprint interbody cage while avoiding the posterior scar of a prior surgery.
However, sometimes an anterior approach is not possible, like that is in case 2, and an alternative revision surgery technique is required.

There have been previous attempts to employ endoscopic spine surgery for revision of a pseudarthrotic and/or migrated lumbar interbody cage: Telfeian et al\textsuperscript{21} reported successful revision endoscopic spine surgery for a case with pseudarthrosis after lumbar fusion. However, even though they endoscopically placed an additional interbody cage, they did not remove the pseudarthrotic PEEK cage. McGrath et al\textsuperscript{22} reported 3 cases with foraminal stenosis after lumbar fusion surgery. One of the reported cases presented a migrated lumbar cage that was partially resected with an endoscopic interlaminar approach. However, also in this study, the migrated interbody cage was not removed completely.

In this study, we have shown, to the best of our knowledge for the first time, the feasibility of full-endoscopic lumbar interbody cage removal using the trans-Kambin approach in 3 complex revision surgery cases with a pseudarthrotic and/or migrated interbody cage. Moreover, we also used the trans-Kambin approach to safely place a large footprint interbody device (39-mm length, 13-mm width, and 15-mm height after expansion). The full-endoscopic, trans-Kambin approach allowed reducing invasiveness and bleeding with early postoperative ambulation and hospital discharge. The postoperative outcome after hospital discharge and at latest follow-up of all 3 cases improved significantly compared with preoperative scores.

Nonetheless, cases 2 and 3 presented with a postoperative, temporary radiculitis. The cause for the radiculitis is usually the irritation of the dorsal root ganglion. This can occur, especially, with excessive manipulation while trying to extract an interbody cage. Usually, this type of radiculitis will not be registered by neuromonitoring, as was the case here. There have been attempts to use direct stimulation inside Kambin’s triangle to establish a safety threshold for endoscopic interbody fusion.\textsuperscript{23,24} However, literature is still scarce, and results are mostly experimental. Even though the described radiculitis was transitory and completely resolved after a few weeks, it is important to underline that exiting nerve root injury can occur while working in the neuroforamen, especially during the extraction of an interbody cage. Hence, an extensive foraminoplasty, either with manual reamers under fluoroscopic view (see Figure 6A) or with a high-speed drill under direct endoscopic view, is mandatory to protect the exiting nerve root. Here, we also introduced a special, patented sleeve to protect the

Figure 9. (A) An endoscopic view of a migrated titanium expandable cage. (B) An endoscopic view of the screwdriver docked into the mechanism of the expandable cage used to collapse the cage and reduce its footprint. (C) Fluoroscopic lateral intraoperative view of a forceps grasping the collapsed expandable cage. (D) Postoperative x-ray control images of the lumbar spine in anterior/posterior (left side) and lateral (right side) views with a large footprint expandable cage placed into L4-L5 and a posterior fixation.
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exiting nerve root during the removal of the interbody cage, see Figure 6A and D, and perform extensive disc preparation using standard instruments, that is, curettes, forceps, spoons, etc, used for open surgery. This sleeve also allowed us placing an expandable, large footprint interbody cage, see Figure 6D), overcoming one of the most important limitations of endoscopic fusion surgery which usually requires specialized small footprint interbody cages to fit through Kambin's triangle.7-12

Nonetheless, case 2 also shows the current limitations of full-endoscopic endoscopic cage removal, as we were able to only partially remove an impacted interbody cage at L3-L4. Improved and specialized instruments are required to allow the removal of impacted interbody cages and other complex scenarios.

According to our preliminary results, full-endoscopic surgery can be effective for interbody cage removal in revision surgery cases, as it allows the following:

- avoiding posterior scar tissue, reducing the risk of intraoperative infection and dural tear (Figure 1)
- performing an extensive foraminoplasty to protect the exiting nerve root
- removing the migrated/pseudarthrotic cage under direct endoscopic view (especially in cases with an expandable interbody cage, the cage can be first collapsed under endoscopic view, thus reducing its footprint and, consequently, the risk of injury during its removal)
- minimally invasively placing an expandable, large footprint interbody cage into the disc using the same trans-Kambin approach, with minimal trauma, a small skin incision, and early postoperative ambulation and hospital discharge

It should be noted that this full-endoscopic revision surgery should be performed by spine surgeons with extensive endoscopic training and experience.

CONCLUSION

This study shows the feasibility of full-endoscopic interbody cage removal, which could prove valuable, especially in cases for which an anterior and/or lateral approach is not possible. However, a prospective study with long-term follow-up is required before this technique is systematically used in clinical practice.
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